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pRc200 • pRc250 • pRc400 • pRc450 / presentation & aV Furniture

#prc200 premium presentation cart 
this exciting multi-use presentation cart, provides a multi-faceted presentation and storage 
solution for all your audio-visual equipment. spread out your laptop, projector and even document 
camera on its four shelves including a protruding shelf which adjusts from 19” to 39.5”, that allows 
you to keep a laptop at desired height.  unit rolls on four 3” heavy-duty casters (two locking) for 
easy movement. equipped with wire management grommets and includes a mounted six-outlet 
power strip. Furnished in black steel frame with attractive ivory Wood grain shelves.
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#prc250 premium plus presentation cart
this exciting deluxe presentation cart from oklahoma sound® provides 
multifunctional presentation and storage solutions for all of your audio-visual 
equipment. spread out your laptop, projector, and even document camera on 
its three shelves, including a protruding projector shelf! your laptop shelf can 
adjust from 19” to 39.5,” allowing you to keep your computer at a desired 
height for a sitting or a standing position. Featuring a well-placed cabinet with 
three adjustable (or removable) shelves which provide safe and secure storage. 
the unit rolls on 3-inch heavy-duty casters (two locking) for easy movement. 
Wire management and grommets included along with a mounted six-outlet 
power strip with 25-foot cord winder. Furnished in a black steel frame with 
attractive ivory wood-grain shelves. ships ups. ready-to-assemble.

#prc400
jumbo 
presentation cart
————
#prc450
jumbo plus 
presentation cart
the jumbo a/v presentation cart 
from oklahoma sound® offers a 
multifunctional, wide presentation cart 
with ample storage and display space 
for audio-visual equipment like laptops, 
projectors and document cameras. the 
extra-large work surface and optional 
broad, adjustable side shelf make for 
easy set-up for all presentations with 
easy access to your equipment. 
safely protect all of your valuable 
a/v devices in the spacious locking 
storage cabinet with an adjustable  
(or removable) middle shelf. 
constructed of an 18-gauge black 
steel frame with an attractive ivory 
wood-grain finish. enjoy smooth 
mobility on 4-inch heavy-duty casters 
(two locking.) Wire management and 
grommets included to help simplify 
your presentations.
additional accessories included  
on the #450 model include:  
an adjustable side shelf,  
a six-outlet power strip with  
a 20-foot cord, and a cpu  
holder. ships ups.  
ready-to-assemble.
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�lockable cabinet 
With 3 adjustable / 
removable shelves


adjustable height  
laptop shelF For 
sitting or standing 
position



enlarged  
base shelF


3” casters  
(2 locking) 

  6 outlet 
power strip 
with  
25’ cord 
with Winder

large  
projector shelF 
12”W x 25”d

�ivory Wood  
grain melamine  
Wrap on mdF 
core With 
black poWder 
coated steel 
Frame

cpu 
holder

extra-large surFace 
Workspace  
27”W x 21”d

�adjustable height  
laptop shelF For sitting  
or standing position



spacious storage  
lockable cabinet  
With adjustable/removable 
shelF standard on  
#prc400 & #prc450 units

4” casters  
(2 locking) 

 additional  
accessories included  
in Model #prc450:

  6 outlet power strip 
with 20-foot cord

  adjustable side shelf

  cpu holder

Model #prc400  
jumbo presentation cart
Model #prc450  

jumbo plus 
presentation cart
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